Comparative genomic in situ hybridization discloses recurrent gain of chromosome 4 in experimental gliomas of the rat.
The genetic characterization of experimental tumors is essential in order to evaluate their relevance as appropriate animal models for human neoplasms. We have used flow cytometry and a recently established Comparative Genomic in situ Hybridization (CGH) protocol for the rat (Kappler et al., 1998) to investigate chromosome copy number changes in five ethylnitrosourea induced gliomas of the rat. Flow cytometry showed aneuploid DNA indices in three of the tumors investigated. CGH analysis of primary tumors revealed whole chromosome and subchromosomal gains of rat chromosomes (RNO) 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, and 13. Loss of RNO 5q23-->q35 was apparent in one tumor. High level copy number gains were not observed using CGH as well as semiquantitative PCR with Tgfa, Met and Hbb primers. Low copy number gain of RNO 4 represents the most common aberration, since it was detected in four of five tumors investigated. Three tumors showed gain of RNO 7, while two tumors showed gains of RNO 10q31-->qter and RNO 12q. Deletion of RNO 5q23-->q35 and gain of RNO 4 occurred mutually exclusively. Therefore, we conclude that these two alterations may represent different pathways in the pathogenesis of experimental gliomas in the rat. Findings are discussed in analogy to human gliomas.